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Satin Heart Centrepiece
Simple and Highly Adaptable 

Designed By Chris Horne

Product Required:
1 x Anagram Pastel Lilac Satin Luxe Heart Balloon (3992401)
10 x 5” Satin Lilac Sempertex Balloons (20002019)
White Tulle Spool (340053-08)
Lavender Curling Ribbon
1 x Small Weight

Construction Method:
1. Create a 4-balloon cluster of 5” latex balloons in�ated to 3.5”. 
 Tie the small weight into the centre of the cluster.
2. Create a 4-balloon cluster of 5” latex balloons in�ated to 3”. Tie to the top of the �rst cluster
 by pulling the neck of one of the 3.5” balloons up through the middle of the cluster
 and wrapping around several times.
3. In�ate the Satin Luxe heart with air, and secure tightly into the cluster base by wrapping the 
 neck around and through the middle of the clusters several times.
4. Cut approximately 1 metre of tulle from the spool and pull through the cluster base at the
 bottom of the heart so that an equal length is on each side. Take both ends up to the top of 
 the heart and tie at the top. Do the same with a length of Lavender curling ribbon.
5. Make two small bows of white tulle tied with lavender curling ribbon.
 Tie one at the top of the heart and one into the base as shown.
6. In�ate 1 x 5” latex balloon fully, then de�ate it until it measures approx. 2”. 
 Tie off, then twist the balloon into two small bubbles. Repeat with the last 5” balloon and
 twist the two together to make a small cluster of 4 bubbles. Attach to the top of the design
 using one of the curling ribbon ends, wrapping it through the small cluster.
7. Trim any excess tulle and curl the curling ribbon ends.

               There are co-ordinating Sempertex latex balloons for all of Anagram’s Satin Luxe hearts, 
             there are many available colour combinations. 

               Your design can be further enhanced with the addition of helium �lled balloons above.

Estimated Labour time: 10 Minutes


